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In this article, we analyze conversations in consulting meetings where people work across disciplines
to design things. We focus on interactional processes through which people disrupt and attempt to
change representational technologies for scientific and technical classification. Our case material is
drawn from ethnographic and cognitive studies of work in field entomology and architectural design.
In both cases, we find common structures of interaction when people work across disciplines. These in-
clude selective use of talk, embodied action, and inscription to animate representational states that
make up design alternatives. Participants from different disciplines animate situations in strikingly dif-
ferent ways, but these differences can either go unremarked or be put into coordinated use without ex-
plicit, shared understandings. Differences become remarkable either when a design proposal runs
counter to deeply held disciplinary objectives or threatens to destabilize a wider network of representa-
tional technologies. These kinds of disruptions, and their consequences for representational infrastruc-
ture, are a central problem for research on distributed cognition.

INTRODUCTION

Working conversations between disciplinary specialists are places where differences in perspec-
tive lead people to see and act on represented objects in different ways. Under what conditions do
participants in these conversations notice and use disciplinary differences to change existing sys-
tems of representation?
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We compare cases of meetings in which people consult across disciplines on design problems. In
the first case, entomologists solicit advice from a statistician to develop a new device for classifying in-
sects. They hope this device will help to stabilize a complex network of representational technologies
they use to study insect behavior and taxonomy. In the second case, architects, structural engineers,
and historical preservationists meet to work on a design scheme for remodeling a historic public li-
brary. They (along with their clients) hope to strengthen the building so that it can be classified as safe
for public use. Both cases are part of a larger, comparative ethnographic and cognitive study of how
mathematics is used in design-oriented work (Hall, 1998; Hall & Stevens, 1995, 1996).

Representational change is a central problem for theories of distributed cognition. Understand-
ing, skill, inference, memory, or learning are distributed in ways that allow for coordinated and ef-
fective activity, and studying these activities requires that we “move the boundaries of the
cognitive unit of analysis out beyond the skin of the individual person” (Hutchins, 1995, p. xiv).
We need to understand the development of representational infrastructures for constructing, prop-
agating, and interpreting representational states. Here we analyze what happens in interaction
when infrastructure breaks down, is resisted by participants in activity, or is purposely changed.
We call these disruptions to representational infrastructure.

Our approach to this question looks for phenomena within the details of talk-in-interaction as
people work together (Schegloff, 1992). We also pay close attention to how talk, embodied action,
and physical inscription (e.g., writing, drawing, computing) are assembled to construct, juxta-
pose, and evaluate representational states (C. Goodwin, 1994; Hall, 1996; Hutchins, 1995;
Stevens & Hall, 1998). Our analysis focuses specifically on interactional processes of animation
through which participants in conversation position themselves and others with respect to relevant
events (M. Goodwin, 1990; Ochs, Jacoby, & Gonzales, 1994). Processes of animation are used
both (a) to assemble representational states during consulting meetings and (b) to examine criti-
cally these very processes of assembly (i.e., to disrupt existing infrastructure). Disrupting repre-
sentational infrastructure opens up or challenges historical arrangements for making design
worlds visible and sensible (Bucciarelli, 1994; Suchman, 1995). We thus look closely at how par-
ticipants make historical material relevant in their interaction (Engeström, 1999a, 1999b; Hall,
1999). This analysis of history made present is supported by ethnographic studies in the settings
from which these cases were drawn.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss assumptions that are important for our analysis.
These concern the distributed and historical character of representational infrastructures that im-
plement scientific or technical classification, the role that people play in making and using this in-
frastructure, and the settings and conditions under which the infrastructure can be disrupted and
changed. We then present two case studies, analyzing structures of interaction when consulting
work turns to changing the way representational states are assembled. We turn finally to a com-
parative analysis across these cases of interdisciplinary consulting, treated as a site for disrupting
and changing representational infrastructures that support classification.

REPRESENTATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORTS SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL CLASSIFICATION

Categories and classification have been extensively studied as phenomena of individual cognition
(Lakoff, 1987; Neisser, 1987; Smith & Medin, 1981). In these studies, the cultural or social basis of
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how people sort out objects and events in their lived worlds has usually been treated as secondary to
or arising from the architecture of the individual mind (Anderson, 1990; Sperber, 1994). Our ap-
proach to classification reverses this assumption, drawing from an alternative body of work in cul-
tural and historical psychology (Cole, 1996), conversation analysis and ethnomethodology (C.
Goodwin, 1997; Lynch, 1991; Suchman, 1987), the sociology of science and technology (Bowker
& Star, 1999; Latour, 1987; Star, 1996), and theories of distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995).
Here systems of classification are socially constructed, maintained, refined or reorganized, and re-
tired—practical accomplishments always distributed over technologies and people.

Within this broad area, two lines of research are important for our interest in how people dis-
rupt or change representational infrastructures that support classification. The first is studies of in-
formation infrastructure done by Leigh Star, Geof Bowker, and their colleagues across settings as
diverse as the history of international classification of diseases (Bowker & Star, 1994), the devel-
opment of a collaboratory for biologists working on the genetics of worms (Star & Ruhleder,
1996), and the development of a classification system for nursing (Bowker, Timmermans, & Star,
1995). These studies document how infrastructure is historically sedimented and critical for coor-
dinating work across distinct communities. Under development, infrastructures for classification
are deeply contested, because they serve different and sometimes conflicting community inter-
ests. For example, new categories for classifying nurses’ work create a two-edged visibility for
practitioners, on the one hand allowing them to claim distinct medical services as the province of
their professional work, but on the other, opening up their work to scrutiny by doctors, hospital ad-
ministrators, and insurance companies. New infrastructures stabilize and become useful to the ex-
tent that they provide for flexible, local use while still maintaining enough coherence to enable
coordination across local sites and different communities (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Finally, in-
frastructure is difficult to study because it is embedded in stable work practices and so transparent
in use, only becoming visible when work within or across communities breaks down (Star &
Ruhleder, 1996).

The notion that representational infrastructure becomes visible during breakdowns has been
taken up in a second line of research on the historical and distributed nature of “cognition in the
wild” (Cole, Engeström, & Vasquez, 1997; Hutchins, 1995). Engeström and his colleagues have
studied learning at work, based on the idea that “disturbances” (Engeström, Brown, Christopher,
& Gregory, 1991/1997, p. 374) create a zone of proximal development for learning and organiza-
tional change. In a study of sidebar conversations between a judge and lawyers trying a civil court
case, they found that talk sometimes shifted from “authoritative silencing,” in which the judge de-
cides in favor of one or the other lawyer, into forms of “cooperation” or “reflective communica-
tion” about changes in court procedure. Different understandings by the judge and trial lawyers
still blocked effective organizational change, leading Engeström et al. to call disturbances to in-
frastructure an “invisible battleground” (1991/1997, p. 384; Engeström, 1999b).

Hutchins (1995) also studied processes of adaptation during disruptions to representational in-
frastructure, analyzing how power loss to steering and navigational instruments creates a crisis for
a team piloting a U.S. Navy helicopter carrier into harbor. Piloting is a distributed cognitive task,
accomplished by a team of navigators using a network of historically entrenched representational
devices (e.g., a fathomoter, telescopic sighting devices, navigational charts showing relevant geo-
graphic features, a gyrocompass, and work routines that coordinate among these). Under normal
conditions, the team finds the ship’s position on the chart in an iterative “fix cycle” (pp. 26–29). A
series of representational states can be juxtaposed to make decisions about the anticipated location
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of the ship. When this distributed network runs smoothly, the navigational system is robust: There
are “ad hoc divisions of labor” (p. 220) in which team members complement each others’ actions
with devices, forms of “mutual monitoring” (p. 221) that provide redundant assessments of the
ship’s progress, and uses of public talk that support processes of evaluation and repair at a distance
(e.g., announcing what a less experienced navigator ought to see over the intercom).

When power fails, this infrastructure is disrupted. Some devices become inoperable (e.g., the
gyrocompass) and people on the navigation team need to reorganize their activities to meet the de-
mands of a fast-moving fix cycle. Hutchins analyzes closely (pp. 321–345) how two team mem-
bers reorganize the fix cycle—using different representational devices to regroup calculations and
minimize effort at the chart table. Once the ship rests safe at anchor, what develops from the re-
sponse to this disruption is a short-term change in the “cognitive ecology” (p. 346) of navigation
aboard this ship. No explicit representation of the reorganized system is saved, the participants
move on to other jobs, and conventional navigational practices resume once power (and layers of
infrastructure above it) is restored.

For our analysis, Star’s work provides an account of representational infrastructure, how it in-
volves historically sedimented layers of technology and human practice that become visible dur-
ing disruptions, and how changes in infrastructure cut across the interests and practices of
multiple communities. Engeström’s studies foreground disruptions (or disturbances) as a method-
ological strategy, following conflicting perspectives into episodes of local interaction where peo-
ple reflectively set out to change work organization. Finally, Hutchins’ work focuses directly on
the link between infrastructure and ongoing activity, opening up the local, interactional work peo-
ple do as they attempt to deal with an unexpected disruption. When a stable infrastructure breaks
down unexpectedly, or when participants are actively engaged in bringing the disruption about,
how do people actively redistribute cognition?

SETTINGS DIFFER IN RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR CHANGING
REPRESENTATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Ship or airline navigation are particular kinds of activity, perhaps typical of “high reliability” orga-
nizations (Rochlin, La Porte, & Roberts, 1987; Roberts, 1993). Yet, across a broader collection of
organizational sites—civil courts, medical centers, scientific collaboratories, information system
design, field entomology, and architectural design—what kinds of resources are available for
changing representational infrastructure?

In our settings, people focus intensely on the classification of scientific or technical objects, us-
ing layers of representational technology. Among the entomologists, work is dominated by the
need to construct and stabilize new technologies for classifying insects, which are used to make
novel claims about a wide variety of instances. The ontological gradient is reversed for architec-
tural designers, whose work is dominated by transforming a single instance (e.g., a building) so
that it can be successfully classified by a wide variety of existing technical categories (e.g., state
and municipal codes governing seismic stability for public buildings).

In both settings, difficulties arise that lead people to challenge or attempt to reorganize technol-
ogies for classification. In the case of field entomology, a consulting meeting has been called to
find a new, more powerful representational device for classifying samples of insects—the disrup-
tion is already under way. In the case of architectural design, different specialists meet to find a
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design scheme that will preserve and strengthen a historically significant public building. As they
consider different schemes, a conflict across disciplines leads to an extended challenge against ex-
isting technical categories.

Both cases involve disruptions to infrastructure, the first a matter of displacing one device with
another, the second a matter of dissent from existing means of classification. By displacing one
device with another, the entomologists can make their scientific claims about new or reorganized
classes of insects stronger. By dissenting against existing means of classifying buildings, a design
specialist can argue for a remodeling scheme that better preserves a historical building. Displace-
ment and dissent are both means of disrupting representational infrastructure. However, they run
time in different directions along a developmental axis for scientific and technical classification
(Latour, 1987). Displacement anticipates dissent by making representational infrastructure stron-
ger; dissent unravels and challenges the history of existing infrastructure, proposing alternate
means and outcomes for classification.

MAKING A NEW DEVICE TO SORT TERMITES
INTO SPECIES AND COLONIES

The BugHouse is our pseudonym for a group of entomologists working at a federal experiment sta-
tion in northern California. They do a combination of basic and applied research on “the chemical
ecology of forest insects” (unless otherwise noted, quoted terms are used by participants; all names
are pseudonyms). The leader of the BugHouse group, Mark, has built a research program around
the study of subterranean termites. These are “cryptic” species, in the sense that they are not visible
or even easily found in forested areas, yet they play a major role in forest ecosystems. For example,
pine-boring beetles might kill a tree, and when the tree falls, termites and ants break up and con-
sume the downed wood, eventually turning these materials back into the soil. Applied research at
the BugHouse involves finding new technologies for detecting, monitoring, and “baiting” (or poi-
soning) termite colonies that have infested residential or commercial buildings.

To find and follow termites, researchers at the BugHouse superimpose two-dimensional
“plots” of sampling stations over forested or residential areas, then they use wooden baits in these
stations to collect samples of foraging termites over regular intervals of time. Termite samples are
classified by species and different colonies within a species, while baits are analyzed for wood lost
to termite feeding. Traditionally, entomologists have classified termite species based on morpho-
logical characters, such as the length of a mature worker’s head, as well as on tests of their fighting
behavior (i.e., termites from different species, and even different colonies within a species, will
fight to the death). Researchers at the BugHouse are developing new methods of “chemical taxon-
omy” that make species and colony classifications by comparing chemical residues found on the
exoskeletons of insects, using gas chromatography and mass spectroscopy. They call these new
means of classification “chemical fingerprints,” and their claims for these methods, as well as new
termite species they have discovered, are controversial in the field of entomology.

BugHouse members are quite skilled at comparing graphical profiles by visually picking out
peaks that represent differences in the kinds of chemicals termites can secret (see Figure 1). How-
ever, when they communicate the results of these visual comparisons in journal articles, their rep-
resentational formats are cumbersome (e.g., tables comparing samples cover multiple journal
pages). Finding a more efficient (and statistically powerful) way to compare chemical profiles
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would advance the group’s efforts to stabilize their findings about termites and to make claims for
methods of chemical taxonomy.

In the consulting meeting we analyze, the BugHouse team asked to meet with a statistician who
also works in the experiment station, with the explicit purpose of replacing one technology (visual
comparison and multiple tests of significance) for implementing a classification with another. The
BugHouse members at this meeting include Mark, the group leader and a senior scientist; Gary,
another senior scientist interested in evolutionary problems; and Leah, rated as a “biological tech-
nician” but the group’s resident expert on chemistry (i.e., she does all their gas chromatography
work). The statistician, Browning (we use his last name, as do members of the BugHouse team),
has been invited to help develop new ways to compare chemical profiles and classify termite spe-
cies or colonies.

Animating the Foraging Study Inscription Device (Turn 1)

As the meeting gets started, Mark (lead entomologist) proposes they focus on problems of commu-
nity ecology in the team’s study of termite foraging behavior. They have found three termite spe-
cies, and he wants to use methods of chemical taxonomy to find and follow interactions between
different termite colonies within these species. Mark’s extended first turn animates the locations of
samples within a study “plot,” the activities of termites and field workers in this plot, and the sub-
stantive link between fieldwork and laboratory analysis. As he puts it, species differences are “easy
to find” as a “drastic qualitative change” in chemical profiles, but colony differences are more dif-
ficult to classify.
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FIGURE 1 Three chromatograms (CGs) produced from a waxy residue on the exoskeletons of
termites. These graphs show the relative abundance (y-axis) of specific hydrocarbons that are
identified by their retention time (x-axis) in a gas chromatography machine. CG-A and CG-A’
are from the same termite species but different colonies, because the graphs show “quantitative
differences” in the abundance of hydrocarbons but no “qualitative difference” in which hydro-
carbons are present. CG-C is from a different termite species than the others, because the graph
shows “qualitative differences” in which hydrocarbons are present.



We divide Mark’s extended turn into four parts (listed 1a to 1d), each accomplishing a different
purpose as the meeting gets started. When transcribed closely (see Appendix A for transcript con-
ventions), Mark produces 10 visually prominent action sequences within this talk. To save space
and foreground phenomena that are important for our analysis, we list only six of these below the
utterance in which they appear (actions 3 through 8, numbered within the turn in bold).

1a Mark: See my my question … is around population or community ecology and not nec-
essary … evolutionary relationships. Which is where this PAUP analysis that
Gary talks about, uh, is involved.

1b I just want to know … (3)if we have three species, how many different COL-
ONIES of each species might we have (4)in this plot, and how might they interact.
(3) L hand open over table, beats/points at different locations on “three species,”
then beats over these positions on “COLONIES”
(4) hands bound region at center on “plot,” then fingers of each hand come to-
gether and fan open on “interact”

1c Eventually we’ll want to know if, if they shift? (5) Like if this station, one day has
species A and the next day has species B, that should be (6) easy to find. You know
(7) when, when we sample these things monthly, (8) we’ll know if we get a drastic
qualitative change in the chromatogram.
(5) hands form a cylinder, pushed down on table and held at “station”
(6) L points to stack of 3 CGs, used earlier to show different species, including
CG-C in Figure 1
(7) L circles twice, above position of cylinder formed at (5), as if pulling termites
out of the ground
(8) L points to stack of CGs, same area as (6)

1d What if we get a quantitative? You know, all of a sudden it looks different. And
Leah’s about to …

Mark’s animation makes a complex chain of inscription at the BugHouse visible to the statisti-
cian and to us. In the first part (Turn 1b), Mark shows how colonies are found inside the “plots”
they have constructed over the forest floor. He does this by pointing to distinct locations on the ta-
ble surface between he and Browning (Turn 1b, action 3, henceforth designated 1b[3]), and all
participants in the meeting direct their gaze to this space. Then, at 1b(4), Mark uses his hands to
form a “plot,” held as a spatial enclosure over the separate locations he has just shown (see Figure
2a). From the boundary of this plot, his fingers (“they”) move to the center and then fan out, as if
depicting the interactions of individual insects. By coordinating talk with manual depiction, Mark
animates important aspects of geography in their foraging study (i.e., termite samples are taken
from widely dispersed locations in their two dimensional “plot”) as well as the activities of ter-
mites within that geography (i.e., foraging interactions of individual termites/fingers).

In the second part of this animation (Turn 1c), Mark describes how they follow the movement
of termites over time, and he illustrates a critical relation between field and lab activities. At 1c(5),
Mark forms and places a sampling “station” inside what he earlier called a “plot.” As we show in
Figure 2a, this sampling station is held fixed as he describes finding different species on different
days. At 1c(6), Mark points to a stack of CGs that he and Leah had assembled earlier to show dif-
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ferent termite species (one of these is CG-C, in Figure 1). Across these two utterances (1c[5] and
1c[6]), Mark shifts in talk and action from the field (i.e., “this station,” formed with his hands) to
their chemical analysis in the laboratory (i.e., a stack of CGs showing distinctly different chemical
profiles). Different termite species would be “easy to find” because they show “qualitative”
chemical differences in the laboratory. Mark repeats this animation of the relation between field
and laboratory work at 1c(7) and 1c(8).
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FIGURE 2 Three aspects of coordination in Mark’s animation of field and laboratory work at the BugHouse. In
Figure 2a (Turn1), Mark animates a conceptual link between field and laboratory technologies for classifying spe-
cies (qualitative differences) and colonies within species (quantitative differences). In Figure 2b (Turn 7), he maps
symbolic labels from CGs onto a “hi tech drawing” of the distance between samples in their field plot. In Figure 2c
(Turns 7 and 9), Mark directs visual attention to the relative abundance of specific hydrocarbon peaks in two CGs
selected from a stack of species A.



The Entomologist and a Chemist Assemble Instances for A “Good
Comparing” (Turns 7 to 9)

Having shown the statistician how they collect and analyze termite samples, Mark and Leah ar-
range a stack of four CGs in front of Browning (Turns 2 to 6, not shown). In the following tran-
script, these are labeled CG1 to CG4 (top to bottom) from the statistician’s perspective as a conven-
tional reader of graphs (i.e., his position in the interaction, as constructed by Mark and Leah). In
Turns 7 to 9, Mark uses this stack to assemble two pairs of CGs that are ideal instances for the prob-
lem of classifying termite colonies. This is a complex undertaking, so we give an overview of
Mark’s work before showing the transcript.

As Mark carefully explains, these pairs of CGs are ideal for developing a new classification de-
vice because they combine two sources of evidence. First, they show clearly visible differences or
similarities in chemical abundance; second, they come from geographic locations that exceed or
fall within the maximum size of colonies for this termite species (i.e., as reported in the literature,
these termites can forage over areas of up to 100 m). Mark selects two pairs of CGs for Browning to
consider. The first pair (CG1, CG2; these are CG-A and CG-A’ in Figure 1) is a “good comparing”
for classifying different colonies because the samples are separated by more than 200 m (i.e., no
colony could be this large) and there are no qualitative differences in the chemicals present; yet
Mark finds quantitative differences “that JUMP out at you” (7c). He underscores the importance of
distance by drawing their “plot” and sample locations at the whiteboard (see Figure 2b). The sec-
ond pair (CG2, CG3) probably comes from the same colony (9b), because there are no quantitative
differences and the samples were taken only 30 m apart (i.e., colonies are known to forage over ar-
eas this large). By the end of Turn 9, Mark has presented Browning with instances (i.e., pairs of
CGs) that clearly fall to either side of the classification they want his help in making (i.e., different
versus same colony within a termite species).

7a Mark: [This one (1)here is not pretty similar. And (2)this is a a good comparing right
here, as a matter of fact, (3)beCAUS::E, looking at these codes I know where they
are in the plot.
(1) R point to CG1, at top of the vertical column
(2) shifts R point to CG2, while L holds on CG1; then R opens and holds over CG1
and CG2 on “comparing”
(3) L point to plot codes on CG1

7b So if I were to, if I could just, let me just draw it real quick. This is one of the high
tech drawings that I do. They have a square plot. One, and its labeled Z::: is up
here, and Y::: is down here somewhere. So that distance is probably two hundred
meters or greater, where those two occur.

7c And if you look at the, just some relative proportions, (10)I mean the things that
JUMP out at you … say these two peaks?
(10) R points at peaks 13 and 14 in CG1

8 Browning: [Yep.]
9a Mark: [(1)They’re pretty radically different. Then(2) the arrangement of of these …

peaks here? (2 sec)
(1) R pen points at comparable peaks in CG2
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(2) R pen circles over peaks at tail of CG1 on “these … ,” then matching peaks in
CG2 on “peaks here”

9b As opPOS::ED to something that might be … Yr34 and Yr19:: These might be
from the same colony. (4 sec) Y’know just looking at em, they don’t look that
DIFFerent. (4 sec)

9c What this nineteen, the Yr, Y is the plot, R is a row:::, it’s given a letter number,
and nineteen is the position on that row. So these are::: thirty four, fifteen, [thirty
meters apart.]

Mark’s earlier animation of field and laboratory practices is expanded in two ways during
Turns 7 to 9, and this expansion is again produced for the consulting statistician. First, Mark
clearly illustrates the evidential relation between chemical differences and geographic distance
when classifying termite colonies, moving between symbolic labels on CGs and what he calls a
“high tech drawing” of their field plot (see Figure 2b). The location of samples in their plot, which
he depicted earlier with his hands over the surface of the table, he now depicts as a relation be-
tween written codes and premeasured distances in the field (i.e., these symbolic codes index mea-
surements used to construct the plot). Second, after establishing distance as one line of evidence,
Mark sits down and effectively zooms into the selected CGs with his talk and hands to find chemi-
cal differences that “JUMP out at you” (Turn 7c, see Figure 2c). This combination of chemical
differences and geographic distance is produced again for Mark’s second instance, this time lead-
ing to a visual comparison in which “they [CGs] don’t look that DIFFerent” (Turn 9b and 9c).

Mark’s coordinated use of talk, action, and inscription is a form of “highlighting” (Goodwin,
1994), a discipline-specific system of activity that simultaneously produces the chemical differ-
ences Mark is searching for and directs the attention of his recipients in conversation to both these
differences and his practical methods for finding them. By coordination we mean the articulated
use of evaluative and technical terms (e.g., “these peaks” as being “pretty radically different” am-
plifies chemical differences), repeated deictic points to select and juxtapose graphical elements
(i.e., peaks within and across CGs), and the deliberate physical arrangement of inscriptions to fa-
cilitate specific visual operations (i.e., aligning CG pairs by their x-axis to compare chemical
structure and abundance).

Making/Contesting a Statistical “Distance”

As the conversation continues (Turns 10 to 22, not shown), Mark, Gary, and Leah provide still
other examples of how they find quantitative differences between CGs. During this elaboration of
their existing approach to classification, they arrange two CGs (CG1 and CG4) directly in front of
Browning, noting that these show only “quantitative differences” and so should come from differ-
ent termite colonies. With these instances at the center of shared visual space, the consulting statis-
tician takes the conversational floor. Browning has literally been set up to talk about a new piece of
representational technology. What he proposes, a “distance” between CGs that is computational
rather than visual, may provide an alternative means of classifying termites. However, as we docu-
ment next, his proposal meets with considerable resistance over how it will fit into existing work
practices at the BugHouse.
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The statistician contrasts visual and computational means of finding differences (Turns
23 to 26). Browning prefaces his contribution as the joint work of “how we go about de-
fining a distance,” something that stands in contrast to what the BugHouse group currently
does (“You’re trying to use your eyes … ,” Turn 23, italics added). Yet when Browning
mentions the “differences” that these entomologists have just been demonstrating, Mark
leans back in his seat and looks up at the visiting statistician. Browning begins to pause,
and Mark interrupts with an emphatic contrast between “DIFFERENCES” and “distances”
(Turn 24). As Mark interrupts, Browning quickly retracts his hand from the stack of CGs at
25(1), then he agrees to and repeats what Mark proposes as the preferred, technical term
(“differences”).

23 Browning:Ok let’s, part, part of the thing is, is how you define, again how we go about defin-
ing a distance (of it). (2)You’re trying to use your eyes to, to uh, to to match these
two up and see where there are differences and [where there aren’t … but]
(2) gaze to CGs, R point traces up and down vertical on “your eyes,” then contin-
ues vertical tracing across horizontal axis of CG1 and CG4

24 Mark: [(1)DIFFERENCES], [not distances, differences]
(1) leans back, raises head and eyebrows, gaze to Browning; Browning begins to
pause

25 Browning:[(1)] Y, yeh, [(2)differences]
(1) quickly retracts R hand, held over CGs
(2) flat R hand beats over CGs

26 Mark: [Yeh]

Several things are important in this opening exchange. First, the visiting statistician contrasts what
BugHouse team members currently do with their eyes (i.e., a collective “you”) with what “we,” as par-
ticipants in this consultation across disciplines, will do by means of calculation. This initial utterance
explicitly marks changes in time (i.e., existing versus proposed activity) and in disciplinary perspec-
tive (i.e., what “you” entomologists do versus what “we” will do together). Second, and in an apparent
response to Mark’s emphatic contrast, Browning momentarily retracts his hands from a pair of CGs
that provides an instance of what Mark earlier called a “good comparing” (i.e., different colonies, same
species). What is interrupted is not just Browning’s utterance, but also the terms he uses and the way in
which he uses his hands to coordinate language with parts of these graphical displays. Third, what
Browning calls “a distance” (Turn 23) and what Mark calls “distances” (Turn 24) are not equivalent,
and further evidence for quite different disciplinary meanings comes over the next several turns at talk.

The statistician reformulates his proposal for a new “distance” (Turns 27 to 29a, not
shown). While Browning momentarily drops “distance” in favor of “differences,” he quickly
reformulates his proposed contribution in terms of the presumed needs of the entomological re-
search community. As he puts it, they are working together (“we’re trying,” italics added) to find a
replicable or “more standard” way to convert multiple differences into a single number. Mark em-
phatically agrees with this reformulation of what they are doing (“I’d LOVE, I’d love that”), and
the conversation continues.
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What the entomologists mean by “distances” is still out of alignment with “the distance” that
Browning proposes they will define. “Distances” that organize the fieldwork of entomologists
(Turn 24 and earlier) may turn out to be incompatible with a statistical “distance” that takes multi-
ple differences into a single number.

The statistician animates operations that could implement a new “distance” (Turn
29b). Having regained the conversational floor, Browning next proposes a “distance” that in-
volves a sequence of statistical operations. He animates these operations in layers over the sur-
face of two CGs on the table surface between he and Mark. In this more detailed proposal, calcu-
lating “a distance” is manually illustrated as statistical operations over entire graphical profiles.
These are quite different from the peak-wise comparisons of entomologists (Turns 7 to 9).

29b Browning:Because again we may only want to take (3)the peaks that are above a … certain
level. And that’s per:fec:tly legitimate to do. (4)That we want to get rid of these
smaller peaks and not let them be a nuisance, at all. That it’s(5) only the higher
peaks that we wanna(6) compare the distances from.
(3) R held flat, cuts horizontal through CG4, then holds as gaze rises to Mark
(4) both hands point to rightmost peaks in CG4, gaze from Mark to Leah
(5) R held flat, repeats horizontal cut of CG4
(6) R thumb and index finger line up large peaks across CG4 and CG1

29c Uh, we talked about, (7)sort of superimposing these things before and (8)then looking
at the areas in between. Which is another way to characterize the difference. Um …
(7) R index sweeps up from CG4 and traces across CG1
(8) R index and thumb form an interval, which traces across CG1, then holds and
beats on “difference”

29d which means down here with the smaller peaks, it means this isn’t gonna influ-
ence things very much. Which sort of says that the, um … If one has a little peak
here, but this one doesn’t have any, that’s still a little difference. Even though,
qualitatively one has it and the other doesn’t.

Rather than picking chemicals out of each profile for comparison, Browning’s first sugges-
tion is to set a threshold on abundance (i.e., the vertical axis in each CG). Below this threshold,
peaks (i.e., chemicals) that might contribute relevant biological differences would not be con-
sidered at all (see Figure 3a). Rather than physically arranging CGs for visual inspection,
Browning’s second suggestion is to superimpose one CG onto another and then to calculate the
difference in area between them (Turn 29c; Figure 3b). He illustrates this with a gesture (29c[8])
that sweeps across the proposed superimposition, collecting differences into a single quantity
with his fingers. While the entomologists handle CGs as collections of distinct chemical struc-
tures (i.e., the peak-wise comparisons animated by Mark in Turns 7 and 9), the visiting statisti-
cian treats CGs as unit inputs to a complex calculation. What Mark called “distances” in his
earlier, emphatic contrast with “DIFFERENCES” (Turn 24) are clearly not what Browning
means by “a distance” (Turn 23), “one number,” or “how you characterize the distance” (Turns
27 and 29a, not shown).
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The lead entomologist defends a stable, biological meaning of “distance” (Turns 32 to
36, not shown). Mark, who has been listening quietly since his earlier interruption, returns to the con-
tested meaning of “distance” in their conversation. He again challenges Browning’s language, this time ex-
plicitly proposing they “get rid of the distance” in Browning’s earlier proposal and pointing out they will
need to preserve their technical arrangements for mapping termites (“When I’m talking about distance, I’m
talking about geography [italics added]”). If distance is going to change meaning in a way that is sensible to
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FIGURE 3 The statistician (Browning) animates a layer of calculation
over two CGs. In Figure 3a, he sets a threshold below which differences in
chemical abundance would be ignored. In Figure 3b, he sweeps across the
x-axis of two thresholded CGs that have been superimposed, using an inter-
val held by his fingers to accumulate differences in abundance as “the area”
between graphs.



entomologists (in and out of the BugHouse team), then the role of geography in holding together their work
will need to be carefully preserved. This time Browning interrupts, summarizing his own proposal for a
“measure” that takes a pair of chromatograms as discrete inputs and produces a clearly defined output.

Aligning Old and New Technologies to Classify Differences

We chose this consulting meeting because it had been arranged to solicit advice from a statistician
(Browning) about how to improve existing representational technologies for comparing chemical
profiles. The BugHouse team hoped to find a way that was simpler and, possibly, more powerful
for detecting biologically relevant differences between termite samples. In our analysis, the inter-
action up to this point has produced three critical events:

(Turns 1 to 9) Entomologists have animated a detailed account of work practices and represen-
tational technologies that span field and laboratory sites (i.e., the gridded “plot,” sampling sched-
ules, geographic distance, and visual comparison of coded graphical profiles), culminating in the
selection of instances that are ideal for classifying same/different termite colonies.

(Turns 23 to 29) The statistician has proposed replacing their existing visual practices with a
new representational technology, animated as a series of statistical operations that take multiple,
peak-wise differences into a single number or measure (a “distance”).

(Turns 24 and 32 to 36) A conflict has emerged over distinctly different work practices and
meanings associated with “distance”—what entomologists take as an independent source of evi-
dence (geography) that can be combined with chemistry, the statistician treats as the outcome of a
computational process.

As the conversation continues (Turns 37 to 39, not shown), Browning consolidates aspects of
his earlier proposals into a statistical process that takes “ALL of this information from all of these
peaks” into a single number. This is a new, distinctly nongeographical meaning for distance. If a
pair of CGs are “far enough away” from each other in this new terrain, judged against a distance
that is established for “sampling error,” then they can be classified as “definitely DIFFerent …”

The entomologists provisionally take up a new, statistical approach to comparing
instances (Turns 40 to 43). Although the details of Browning’s distance measure still need to
be worked out, senior members of the BugHouse team provisionally take up and use the new piece
of representational technology. Gary (Turn 40, next) appears to start a positive assessment of the
consolidated proposal, and Mark (Turn 41) interrupts to give a provisional but fully elaborated ac-
count of how the BugHouse might use the new classification device.

40 Gary: Ah::: hah. [So]
41a Mark: [So if we came up with that statistic. If we … agreed on A statistic or a set of statis-

tics, then we could look at injection error, we could look at aliquots for the same
trap at the same time.]

41b Then see what those, (3)what those distances are between those chromatograms.
And then maybe (4) set that as a STANDARD?
(3) hands, open and vertical, sweep back and forth over different sized horizontal
intervals
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(4) fixed interval held between hands, beats on “STANDARD”
41c [Like if it’s], if it’s (5)this small or smaller, then there’s (6)no difference. Ok.

(5) held interval is fixed at “this small” then scaled down for “smaller”
(6) hands open out from held interval, as if to offer on “no differences”

42 Browning:[Yeh, and, and] (5 sec) And there may be ways to sort of VALIDATE, whether or
not those are useful measures by, again, the fighting behavior, that you did.

43 Mark: Right.

Unlike his earlier, sustained efforts to block or edit Browning’s proposal, Mark now explores
how they could adopt a new, statistical meaning for “distance.” First, Mark’s uptake of the new
technology is strongly provisional, described as a hypothetical course of action (e.g., “So if we
came up with” and “If we … agreed on A statistic,” Turn 41a, italics added) they might take in the
future (e.g., “we could look at” and “maybe set that as,” Turn 41a, italics added). This is in keeping
with his earlier defense of a well-established, geographic meaning of “distance” that makes it pos-
sible for the BugHouse to coordinate practices for sampling, coding, and making inferences about
termites (Turns 7, 24, and 34).

Second, Mark rapidly describes a study they could do to calibrate the new technology in terms
of existing practices, proposing that they systematically identify variation in laboratory tech-
niques (i.e., “injection error” and preparation of “aliquots” or samples, Turn 41a). He then de-
scribes these variations as “distances” between CGs (41b[3]), using his hands to show how they
might calculate or “set a STANDARD” within this measured scale (41b[4] and Figure 4a).
Finally, and in sharp contrast to Browning’s animation of the statistical operations that make up
the internal workings of this new technology, Mark animates a distinctly different perspective on
its use. Building on his gestural illustration of a “STANDARD” distance associated with errors,
he holds an interval “this small” at Turn 41c(5), then slides his hands closer together to illustrate
finding “no difference” between CGs at Turn 41c(6) (see Figure 4b).

Now 41 turns into this episode from a consulting meeting, the senior entomologist uses a new
piece of technology to classify a hypothetical pair of chemical profiles (CGs) as coming from the
same colony and species of termites. Presumably, if this new “distance” were to fall just outside
the “STANDARD,” the BugHouse team would classify samples as coming from different colo-
nies of the same species (i.e., the situation of a “good comparing,” in Turn 7a). And if the distance
were to fall well outside the standard, they would classify samples as coming from different spe-
cies (i.e., a “qualitative” difference in chemical profiles that Mark called “easy to find” in Turn
1c). In Turn 42, Browning links the new device to another, existing technology for classification
of termites (i.e., “fighting behavior”), and Mark agrees (Turn 43).

USING EXISTING DEVICES TO SORT SAFE FROM UNSAFE PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

JCArchitects is our pseudonym for a mid-sized architectural firm specializing in remodeling and
restoring public buildings in northern California. The firm consists of two principal architects
(Charles and Jackie), as well as a changing staff of junior architects and architecture students. The
work of this firm ranges from individual residential projects to large-scale public space (e.g., dur-
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ing our ethnographic study, they won a contract to design a multistructure community center for a
local city). The projects we studied most closely were efforts to remodel two public libraries
(Stevens, 1999), and each required design proposals to create access for people with disabilities
and to strengthen the buildings against earthquakes. One of these libraries (Taraval, also a pseud-
onym) was located within 2 miles of a major geological fault line and constructed out of
“unreinforced masonry” (URM, in this case bricks and mortar).

In the event of a large earthquake, which seismologists say is increasingly likely in this region
of California, URM buildings pose substantial dangers to their occupants—the libraries could col-
lapse altogether, crushing or trapping library staff and patrons. As a result, state and municipal
governments have adopted a set of ordinances that require owners either to list URM buildings as
public hazards (e.g., both libraries we studied were listed) or to retrofit these buildings so that they
meet various structural code standards. Because these libraries were Carnegie-era buildings (i.e.,
historically significant structures), multiple code standards were applicable, creating options for
classifying the buildings that ranged from very stringent (i.e., retrofitting a building to make it
conform with criteria for new construction) to much less stringent (i.e., simply listing a building as
a historic landmark). In direct relation to these code thresholds, the architects could choose from a
range of conventional retrofitting schemes that were more or less invasive. As shown in Figure 5a,
for example, meeting the Uniform Building Code for new construction (most stringent code)
would require the most invasive design scheme, replacing entire walls in each library with struc-
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FIGURE 4 An entomologist (Mark) provisionally adopts a new meaning for “dis-
tance,” animated from the perspective of a user. In Figure 4a, Mark animates a study
to construct a “STANDARD” statistical distance between samples; in Figure 4b, he
demonstrates using this standard to classify samples as showing “no difference” (i.e.,
same species and colony).



tures made of hardened concrete (i.e., “gunnite”). As a design problem, then, architects need to at-
tach particular instances (buildings) to a variety of general criteria (codes) in order to classify the
building as safe or unsafe for public use.

To bid for and then complete design projects of this sort, JCArchitects typically assembled teams
of consultants from several professional disciplines. For the Taraval library, this team was led by
Charles (a principal architect; Jackie, his partner also participated) and included specialists in histor-
ical preservation (Doug and Pat, in the transcripts that follow), structural engineering (Gary and
Cal), heating and mechanical systems, and cost estimation. Our ethnographic study started just after
JCArchitects’ bid for the Taraval library was accepted by the city. At this stage in the project, a pre-
cise physical characterization of the library was still under way, and no design scheme had yet been
proposed for attaching the library to any particular code. Reflecting this early stage of design, the ar-
chitects and their consultants were actively considering multiple, alternative schemes.

The open-ended character of this design problem is illustrated in Figure 5b, which shows how
the design team made a strategic decision to change their description of the existing building. Be-
cause the lower floor of this “two-story library” was partly below the ground, they decided to
strengthen these walls, call them a “foundation,” and then describe the building as a “one-story li-
brary.” As part of their design scheme, changing the formal description of the library (as well as
physical properties of its below-ground walls) allowed them to meet standard code thresholds us-
ing design schemes that were less invasive.

We characterize this as changing the instance (the Taraval library) to arrive at a more desir-
able way of attaching it to representational technologies that implement the classification (code
thresholds defining safe or unsafe buildings). With these activities as background, the work in
progress for the JCArchitects team is choosing a minimally invasive design scheme (e.g., strap-
ping existing walls and ceilings) that will allow them to attach this building to the most stringent
code possible (e.g., the “Uniform Code for Building Conservation [UCBC] General Procedure,
as shown in Figure 5a). Based on our observations and interviews, it was clear that interests var-
ied across members of the JCArchitects team: Historical preservationists would be happy with a
scheme that saved historical fabric (i.e., less invasive retrofitting); Structural engineers would
be happy with a scheme that made the building stronger (i.e., more invasive retrofitting); Archi-
tects would be happy with a scheme that was as stringent as possible, while still meeting budget
and time constraints.

Classifying Buildings and Anticipating Trouble

We present two episodes from this consulting meeting. In the first, a structural engineer (Gary) re-
ports on his ongoing analysis of two public libraries. The team is in “good shape” on one library,
but they are over code thresholds on the other (the Taraval library). When Gary proposes that they
might be able to “live with” this excess, he is challenged by the lead architect (Charles), and a sus-
tained disagreement begins between historical preservationists and structural engineers. One of the
historical preservationists (Doug) recalls the engineering studies that were used to set code thresh-
olds, arguing that the code thresholds adopted by state and municipal governments added in “arbi-
trary” margins of safety. When he proposes that the JCArchitects team convince the city and public
to accept test values that exceed code thresholds, the structural engineers vigorously resist. This
proposed challenge to an existing classification system (code) is resolved in the second episode,
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about 13 min after the first. The structural engineer (Gary) outlines a scheme to add seismic resist-
ing elements to the library, distributing forces in a way that should allow the design team to “live
with” a wall that exceeds code thresholds.

A structural engineer attaches libraries (instances) to seismic thresholds (classes;
Episode 1, Turns 1 to 5). As this early design meeting gets under way, Gary (structural engi-
neer) and Charles (lead architect) have been talking about which code guidelines they should use in
a retrofitting scheme for the Taraval library. Gary reminds Charles that a prior, feasibility study
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FIGURE 5 Working through design schemes that attach public libraries (instances) to existing code documents
(a class). In part a, the JCArchitects team’s in progress design scheme is less invasive and nearly as stringent as a
prior feasibility study; in part b, this in-progress scheme is enabled by changing the Taraval library from a two- into
a one-story building.



used the Uniform Building Code for new construction (UBC in Figure 5a) and as a result recom-
mended using gunnite (hardened concrete) to replace some library walls. This design scheme
would be maximally invasive and very costly. Charles has agreed that they should use the less
stringent UCBC code guidelines, possibly avoiding gunnite altogether. However, he also antici-
pates the concerns of library patrons at an upcoming public meeting, who will want to make the
building safe for use by children’s programs and other public functions. As Gary takes the conver-
sational floor to describe his ongoing structural analysis, this complex set of tradeoffs (i.e., histori-
cal fabric, cost, strength, and public reaction) is already under discussion.

1 Gary: And um … um I find that on Portal, uh … we’re in, we’re in very good shape in
terms of h over t. The analysis shows that it’s ok?

2 Charles: Um [hm.]
3 Gary: [On::: uh, Taraval, then … we’re not. We’re at, we’re uh, at one point one one, de-

mand capacity ratio. So we’re uh, and those (1)numbers are, you know are all plus
or minus ten percent [this time, ok?]
(1) L hand raises, opens, and rocks between little finger and thumb

4 Charles: [Um hm. Um hm.]
5 Gary: Um. So um … if we can;;; if we can LIVE with a (1)bit of excess h over t on (2)the

Taraval, then we can say that that’s not that’s not an issue.
(1) L hand raises, index finger traces vertical then horizontal strokes
(2) L point sweeps over plan for Taraval

There is trouble with the Taraval library, which is still in the process of being attached to code
guidelines, despite choosing a less stringent code and re-describing the building as a one-story li-
brary (Figure 5). While Gary shows that his calculations are only approximate (3(1)), one of the
quantities he needs to produce for the UCBC code (“demand capacity ratio”) already exceeds a ta-
bled threshold. As he reports/shows in Turn 5(1), the trouble stems from a height-to-thickness cal-
culation (“h over t,” animated with vertical and horizontal strokes, see Figure 6a) for a particular
wall in the library, but he thinks they may be able to “LIVE with” this excess.

The lead architect allocates seismic trouble across disciplines (Episode 1, Turns 6 to
9). As someone anticipating what could be a hostile reception at a public meeting over these
libraries, Charles (the leader of this design team) takes the next turn at talk. While Gary reported
that “we’re not” in good shape on the Taraval library and wondered “if we can LIVE with excess”
(Turn 3, italics added), Charles puts his question directly to Gary and the discipline of structural
engineering.

6 Charles: How do you, how do you (1)LIVE … how do you live with a little excess h over t?
If there’s a (2)limit, you know, if there’s a RANGE that you can, um … that you
have to fall within, how do you, how do you (3)exceed that limit and justify it from
a, from an engineering point of view?
(1) R hand beats on open L palm, as if checking in a book
(2) hands form and sweep through a large vertical interval, then hold and beat on
“RANGE”
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(3) R hand rises above top of held interval
7 Cal: Its tough, I think its tough. I think, I guess that it’s, maybe the actual idea is, that’s

what you’re saying, we have to talk with the city, I guess, right?
8 Gary: Yes.
9 Cal: Yeh, SOMEtimes they overlook little things. But I think this is like a high, I think

in a way, it’s kind of a high profile job? I think they want to, I think at least the city
wants to go by the book. They say if you, if you [go over it then (inaudible)]
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FIGURE 6 Animating discipline-specific relations to technical concepts. In Figure 6a, a structural engineer
(Gary) uses his hands to depict margins of error and the dimensional structure of calculations involved with finding
h/t and demand capacity ratios; in Figure 6b, an architect (Charles) forms a range and excess for a code threshold
they are attempting to meet; in Figure 6c, a historical preservationist (Doug) shows the calculation of averages, the
adoption of “arbitrary” margins of safety, and their current test values in comparison to these “backup” margins.



Trouble with the library is a moving target, both across disciplines and along different trajecto-
ries into the future. First, Charles’s question allocates seismic trouble directly to “an engineering
point of view” (Turn 6, italics added), explicitly picking Gary and Cal out from the design team and
providing a sharp contrast with Gary’s use of a collective “we” in Turns 1, 3, and 5. Consistent with
this allocation of trouble, it is Cal, a co-owner of the structural engineering firm that employs Gary,
who begins to answer Charles’s question. As Jackie (coprincipal architect) suggests later in this
meeting, these engineers are “on the line” for matters of structural integrity. Second, and also an in-
tegral part of Turn 6, Charles animates a decision process that will attach the Taraval library to code
documents (see Figure 6b). As he asks about how to “live with a little excess,” his hands form an in-
terval along a vertical scale that he calls a “RANGE” (Turn 6[2]), then his right hand rises above the
upper end of this interval to show a value that exceeds this “limit” (Turn 6[3]). This animation from
the perspective of a user of structural analysis makes their current trouble with attaching the Taraval
library to code starkly visible. Third, Cal’s answer is also a complex form of animation, starting with
the idea that they will need to “talk with the city” (Turn 7, confirmed by Gary in Turn 8) and pro-
gressing into a future-time narrative in which Cal actually speaks for the city in what he projects to
be a negative assessment (i.e., “They say if you, if you go over,” Turn 9).

Challenging Code and Justifying Alternative Classifications

While the Taraval retrofitting scheme is still being developed, Cal has transported the team (figura-
tively) into a direct confrontation with the city architect’s office. However, there are other design
options to consider, and the historical preservationists “step in on” the conversation.

A historical preservationist challenges assumptions behind the existing code (Episode
1, Turns 10 to 16). If the ongoing design scheme cannot attach the Taraval library to struc-
tural code guidelines, then the team will need to consider more invasive (and costly) retrofitting
schemes. Not surprisingly, the historical preservationists (Pat and Doug) are the next people to
speak on this problem, and they mount a sustained, past-time challenge to the studies and assump-
tions used in developing code guidelines. Faced with a troublesome instance, their design solution
is to dissent from the representational technologies implementing the class.

10 Doug: [Ah::=
11 Pat: =No.=
12a Doug: =No::: I’m gonna, I’m gonna step in on that. First, first of all, um, I’ve got boxes of

the test data that provided (1)these numbers. That was done by ((firm)) and com-
pany during the, I think the eighties.
(1) R pencil points at UCBC code

12b Now in what, what they’re telling me is that(2) the h over t values for masonry un-
der their testings was, was in excess of twenty.
(2) R pencil points at Taraval plans

12c And that after the test, and there was, (3)they were doing all of the tests and arriv-
ing at, you know, the averages and the things that they do?
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(3) flat hands raise and lower, then form a horizontal threshold at eye level and
hold on “do”

13 Charles: Yeh.
14 Doug: And (1)then those numbers were driven down, has … some arbitrary margins of

safety. And that when you’re this (2)close …
(1) R hand rises above then drops below threshold, still held by L hand
(2) R index finger and thumb form a small interval, raised to eye level and held

15 (Gary): Um hm.
16 Doug: That in many communities they will accept it. (1)Based on the backup of the tests

that have been performed.
(1) hands again form horizontal threshold at eye level, then R holds while L rap-
idly sweeps out a vertical interval above

Although Cal’s response to Charles’ question took the JCArchitects team forward in time into
a confrontation with the city, Doug’s challenge takes them all backward in time to a set of studies
involving test structures, simulation of seismic events, and assumptions about margins of safety.
We have obtained these studies, and they contain the kinds of test structures, experiments, and sta-
tistical analysis that Doug alludes to here and in other parts of the consulting meeting. These stud-
ies were conducted by a prestigious engineering firm with federal support, and their
recommendations were then selectively adopted by state and municipal regulators. What Doug
calls “arbitrary margins of safety” were introduced during this adoption process.

This is again a complex form of animation. First, Doug and Pat boldly interrupt Cal’s ongoing
narrative about talking to the city, taking the conversational floor to propose a potentially stronger
position in the pending argument. Their proposal reverses time in an effort to destabilize existing
practices of classification. Second, Doug’s past-time account of studies yielding “boxes of the test
data” (Turn 12) is produced with a gestural depiction that reproduces Charles’s earlier animation
of a “RANGE,” “limit,” and “excess.” This is a complex assembly with several components (see
Figure 6c). At 12c(3), Doug depicts a process of calculating “averages and the things that they do”
by moving his hands along a vertical range. As he speaks, his hands converge on a threshold that
he holds with both hands inside the vertical range (i.e., similar to Charles’s “limit,” at 6[2]). Then
at 14(1), Doug uses his right hand to illustrate how this threshold, still held by his left hand, was
“driven down” by what he calls “arbitrary margins of safety” to establish an even lower threshold,
which he shows with the resting position of his right hand. According to Doug, it is this second,
lower threshold that they are now just failing to meet. At 14(2), he shows this comparatively small
excess (i.e., “you’re this close”) with his right hand, then he goes on to argue that “in many com-
munities they will accept it” once they have been informed about the original tests (i.e., “the
backup of tests,” again animated at 16[1]).

Anticipating different contexts of justification (Episode 1, Turns 17 to 22). The
JCArchitects’ design team and the Taraval library have again been brought forward into a hy-
pothetical meeting with the city. Although the library just fails to meet structural code criteria
(i.e., the existing representational infrastructure would classify it as an “unsafe” public build-
ing), the team is considering an argument that these criteria (and the class of “safe” buildings
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they can be used to identify) are based on arbitrary historical judgments. Rather than consider more
invasive retrofitting procedures, Doug (a historical preservationist) has proposed a radical alterna-
tive. They can simply tell the city that the classification system is no good. As with his response to
Gary’s proposal that they might “LIVE with” a code violation, Charles (lead architect) quickly takes
the conversational floor.

17 Charles: [Ok, so how do you, how do you document that? I mean how do [you arrive
18 Doug: It’s (1)documented.=

(1) hands open wide, as if to offer
19 Cal: =By, by uh, ((person A)).
20 Doug: By, yeh, well actually it was ((firm)) [((person A)) was the ((A)) of ((firm)).
21 Cal: [So we, ok, ok, so you’re saying if its over a little bit we have to fight the battle …

for::: the library, I guess with the city, I guess.
22 Doug: [Yeh, now … in terms of the public opinion … I’ve experienced this in Sonoma,

where you have this … this opinion about … reactions.

Charles directly asks Doug how he can document this kind argument, and Doug interrupts with
a curt response that “It’s documented” (18[1]) in the earlier studies. Cal seemingly agrees but then
repeats (with audible uncertainty) that they will need to “fight the battle” with the city (Turn 21).
Doug simply moves on to another context of justification (Turn 22), arguing by analogy to a pro-
ject in Sonoma (another county in northern California) that they will need to educate the public
(not just the city architect) about different standards of safety.

Finding an Alternative Attachment to Existing Code

If the JCArchitects design scheme were to move forward with a Taraval library design that ex-
ceeds code thresholds, then the structural engineering firm would take on a substantial liability.
While Doug expands on his proposal to challenge existing code, describing how other communi-
ties have accepted these problems, Gary begins to describe an alternative proposal for how they
might be able to “LIVE with” the excess test values (Episode 2, turns at talk not shown). By add-
ing “seismic resisting elements” in the center of the library and strapping these to the ceilings, he
proposes a design alternative that will distribute forces away from an overstressed wall during an
earthquake. This scheme should allow the team to attach the Taraval library to an adequately
stringent code (the UCBC General Procedure, see Figure 5a).

Gary’s scheme to redistribute forces is another example of complex animation, and it shows
seismic resisting elements as anchors within the existing building. Gary holds these anchors with
one hand, while his other hand traces out existing walls or regions that will be strapped to these an-
chors. These detailed, embodied renderings produce a structural design scheme, and they contrast
sharply with the more selective, abstracted animations of attachment used by Charles to anticipate
trouble with the city (Turn 6 and Figure 6b) or Doug to challenge “arbitrary” assumptions used
when developing code guidelines (Turns 12 to 16 and Figure 6c).

However, Gary’s alternative locations are also watched closely by the historical
preservationists, who later (turns not shown) evaluate the historical fabric in these locations to
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find a spot that will minimize damage. Also important for our analysis of interaction across disci-
plines, Charles writes furiously on a yellow pad (3[1]) as Gary animates his design alternative. In
a public meeting at the library several days later, Charles reproduces much of what Gary says in
this exchange, substituting less technical language but effectively replaying the same structural
proposal (Stevens, 1999).

COMPARING CASES OF DISRUPTING INFRASTRUCTURE

As we argued in the introduction, changes in representational infrastructure have been analyzed as
historical developments within scientific or technical fields, but work remains for understanding
how these changes play out in interaction between participants from different disciplines. In our
view, this is a central research problem for studies of distributed cognition.

We described and analyzed the BugHouse episode as a case of disrupting representational in-
frastructure by displacement, in the sense that entomologists meet with a statistician to develop a
new technology for comparing chemical profiles. We described and analyzed the JCArchitects
episodes as a case of disrupting representational infrastructure under dissent, in the sense that his-
torical preservationists propose going against existing code guidelines that classify buildings as
being safe for public use. In this comparative section, we address two questions across both cases:
(a) What is common about the structure of interaction across these two cases of interdisciplinary
consulting? and (b) What role do disruptions play in scientific or technical classification as an on-
going historical achievement?

Our approach to the first question (structures of interaction) examines several phenomena that
are clearly illustrated in the case materials, including: (a) common interactional structures of ani-
mation for assembling, juxtaposing, and evaluating representational states; (b) differences in dis-
cipline-specific forms of perception and action with what otherwise might appear to be the same
represented world; and (c) the conditions under which these differences become remarkable and
lead to conflict during consulting meetings. Our approach to the second question (historical
achievement) asks how common structures of interaction might develop as conflicts are resolved
in ongoing interaction. Several alternatives are considered, leading toward a view of development
as dynamic processes of hybridization, coordination, and selective visibility. Within this view,
thin humans (Latour, 1996) become substantially thicker, and this leads to a rich set of new ques-
tions about the distributed (and distributable) character of cognition in scientific and technical
work.

Common Structures of Interaction in Consultations Across Disciplines

At the level of interactional structure, consulting meetings appear quite similar. Media in both sites
are densely heterogeneous, and problems of coordination arise both within and across disciplines.
In our view, similar phenomena appear whenever people who are differently knowledgeable work
together on projects where represented worlds are only accessible through layers of representa-
tional technology (Goodwin, 1994; Hall, 1999; Hall & Stevens, 1995, 1996; Hutchins & Klausen,
1996; Latour, 1987, 1996).
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Assembling, juxtaposing, and evaluating representational states. Both the BugHouse
and JCArchitects are dense with cultural artifacts, but representational states depicting termites, col-
onies, buildings, or remodeling schemes only appear when resources in the environment are selec-
tively put into coordinated use (Greeno & Hall, 1997; Hall, 1996; Latour, 1987; Roth & McGinn,
1998). In both cases, we find interactional processes for animating representational states in working
conversations. At the BugHouse, Mark and Leah work carefully to create an environment for a con-
tribution from the consulting statistician (Figure 2). At JCArchitects, Doug’s extended challenge to
“arbitrary” code thresholds takes the entire team back in time, juxtaposing large margins set in earlier
research with an excess test value that is “this close” for the Taraval library.

Mark, Leah, and Doug assemble and explicitly contrast representational states that are impor-
tant for ongoing design projects. Mark and Leah assemble two instances that fall to either side of a
classification they would like to make, and these are contrasted as different representational states
within their current approach to classification (i.e., different vs. same termite colony). Doug as-
sembles a visual juxtaposition of two quantitative intervals, one a relatively small “excess” test
value (i.e., their current state) and the other a comparatively large “backup” of acceptable values
hidden by arbitrary assumptions. This contrast is also projected forward as the outcome of a suc-
cessful classification (i.e., the library is judged “safe,” despite excess test values).

Animation by shifting time, space, and agency. There are also common processes of
animation in these examples, though the evidence is more complicated to follow. Looking within
the details of how representational states are assembled, both Mark and Doug systematically shift
who is taking action (agency), where objects are located or action takes place (space/place), and
when these things happen (time). Shifts along these dimensions (agency, space, and time) provide
basic resources for animating how representational states arise, what is going on within these
states, and what their comparison might mean.

As Mark sets out to assemble a “good comparing,” he shifts among three distinct kinds of
agency: (a) a collective voice describes work done by the BugHouse team (e.g., “we have three
species,” Turn 1b, italics added), (b) termites appear as protagonists who “interact” and “shift” in
the BugHouse foraging study (e.g., “how might they interact,” Turn 1b, italics added), and (c) rep-
resentational devices are themselves described as participants in finding termites (e.g., “if this sta-
tion, one day has species A,” Turn 1c, italics added) and classifying them (e.g., “things that JUMP
out at you … say these two peaks,” Turn 7c, italics added). Along a spatial dimension, Mark shifts
from the field to laboratory when describing how samples are put through chemical analysis (e.g.,
Turn 1c[5] and 1c[6]), then he also shifts from labeled CGs on the table to narrated or drawn ac-
counts of distance in the field (e.g., the reversible mapping from lab to field, depicted in Figure
2b). Finally along a temporal dimension, Mark shifts between present-time in the consulting
meeting (e.g., he sets a topic and question for the current meeting in Turn 1) and future-oriented or
ongoing time when he describes types of analysis that the BugHouse group would like to be able
to do (e.g., “how many different COLONIES of each species might we have in this plot,” Turn 1b,
italics added).

Similar types of shifting are evident in Doug’s animation of “arbitrary margins” that under-
mine the adequacy of city code guidelines. Doug’s use of narrative agency shifts from a nationally
recognized engineering firm, to local municipalities making “arbitrary” political decisions, to the
JCArchitects team struggling with “excess” test values, and finally to meetings where city offi-
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cials and members of the public take action. In space, Doug’s challenge shifts from engineering
studies in southern California, to sites in northern California where city officials adopted the re-
sults of these studies, to the JCArchitects consulting meeting, and finally to the city architect’s of-
fice. And in time, his challenge moves into the distant past (i.e., engineering studies, done
approximately 15 years earlier), to a more recent past when city officials adopted code guidelines,
to their present design dilemma, and finally to future-time review meetings.

Discipline-specific forms of perception and action. Although participants in both cases
assemble representational states using common structures of interaction, the content or meaning of
these states can be quite different across disciplines. This should not be surprising, because partici-
pants in both cases were recruited from different disciplines to provide complementary perspec-
tives on the same project. Again, we briefly revisit two examples.

In the BugHouse, entomologists and the consulting statistician had very different approaches
to comparing CGs. Mark calculated “distances” from labels on these graphs, then he used visual
and manual practices for picking out graphical peaks to find “qualitative differences” (Figure 2).
Browning, in contrast, constructed a layer of statistical operations over the same CGs, treating
these as composite objects and proposing a completely different technical meaning for “distance”
(Figure 3). In a similar fashion at JCArchitects, the structural engineer (Gary) narrated and used
his hands to demonstrate calculations from his structural analysis (Figure 6a) as well as objects
and their physical connections in a proposed force distribution scheme. In contrast, Charles and
Doug questioned or challenged the results of Gary’s structural analysis by assembling and com-
paring test values along a single quantitative scale, effectively animating the perspective of users
or clients of structural analysis. These examples provide evidence that participants from different
disciplines understand and use what might appear to be the same objects or concepts in quite dif-
ferent ways.

Disciplinary differences and conflict. When do differences across disciplines matter and
what role do they play in disrupting or changing representational infrastructure? The extended con-
flicts in these cases provide good instances for examining this question, particularly when con-
trasted with differences across disciplines that go unremarked and do not lead to disagreements
about project activities. These conflicts are: (BugHouse) Mark’s resistance to a statistical meaning
for “distance,” as a form of displacement that would compete with or undermine existing entomo-
logical field practices (i.e., “When I’m talking about distance, I’m talking about geography,” ital-
ics added), and (JCArchitects) Doug’s elaborate challenge to safety thresholds in existing code
guidelines, as a form of dissent that would have the team making very different proposals to city of-
ficials (i.e., “those numbers were driven down, has … some arbitrary margins of safety,” Turn 14,
italics added).

These conflicts arise in a larger historical frame for each case. In the BugHouse, a representa-
tional infrastructure for classifying insects based on their “chemical fingerprints” is still in the
making (Latour, 1987), and this new infrastructure is at the center of an ongoing scientific contro-
versy with more traditional methods of classification by morphological characters. The status of
insects in general, not just termites and not just the particular samples that Mark and Leah select,
hangs in the balance. Within this surrounding historical frame, the statistician is being asked to
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help stabilize the infrastructure of chemical taxonomy. His proposal to replace relatively nonstan-
dard visual comparisons with a “distance” measure becomes the occasion for a sustained conflict.
This conflict, in which Mark even attempts to edit the statistician’s language, is one historical mo-
ment in an ongoing process of scientific development.

At JCArchitects, a representational infrastructure for classifying public buildings already ex-
ists, and the design meeting has been called to find a scheme that will attach a particular instance
(the Taraval library) to this infrastructure (i.e., code guidelines for structural analysis). Just what
counts as a “safe” building during a major earthquake is an ongoing controversy, but that contro-
versy does not originate within the design firm we studied. When the structural engineers animate
future-time trouble with the city over test values, the historical preservationists “step in” on their
proposal, animating trouble in the past-time development of code guidelines and proposing that
they convince the city (and public) to accept minor code violations. This conflict, which we have
analyzed as a form of dissent against the existing codes, is itself the disruption to representational
infrastructure.

What of differences in discipline-specific perception and action that do not lead to conflicts? For
example, Browning animates a complex layer of statistical operations over the surface of two CGs, but
his exotic treatment of CGs as composite objects is unremarkable for the entomologists. What is re-
markable, and what leads to a sustained conflict, is Browning’s use of a technical term that may be in-
compatible with the way the BugHouse inscription device currently operates and the way other
entomologists will read their work. If their purpose is to stabilize chemical taxonomy by introducing a
new representational device, it will not do to have this new device unravel or destabilize other parts of
their work. Likewise, in the JCArchitects case. When Gary briefly animates the dimensional features
of his structural calculations and their approximate status (i.e., Figure 6a), none of the other specialists
remark or (in the video image) note his activity. What is remarkable is Cal’s future-time animation of
trouble with the city, which the historical preservationists contest as a given outcome for the library.
To meet existing code guidelines, they will need to strengthen the library using more invasive struc-
tural design schemes (Figure 5a), and this is exactly what the preservationists would like to avoid.

Conflict arises, then, not because disciplinary specialists see the same project in different ways
and fail to understand each other. Instead, conflict arises when discipline-specific perception and
action from one discipline threatens to destabilize existing practices in another (i.e., statistics vs.
entomology at the BugHouse) or to undermine the prevailing interests of another (i.e., structural
engineering vs. historical preservation at JCArchitects).

Infrastructure as an Ongoing Historical Achievement

One view of interdisciplinary collaboration might be that people from different disciplines make
distinct and complementary contributions, then these are somehow linked together as the project
moves forward, and all participants need to reach the same understandings about proposed activity
and its meaning. We find evidence at the level of ongoing interaction that this is not what happens
in either case, or at least that what constitutes shared understanding is considerably more complex.

What develops at the level of interactional structure? In the BugHouse, Browning’s
(statistician) operations on CGs (i.e., threshold, superimpose, and collect differences) are com-
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pressed by Mark into a single quantitative scale, animated in gesture and talk as empirically de-
rived intervals and a “standard” threshold along a horizontal axis. Although there are many reasons
to think that Browning and Mark have reached a provisional agreement about a new representa-
tional device for comparing CGs, they do not as an outcome of this agreement appear to have the
same understandings of or interests in the new device.

Similarly at JCArchitects, Gary’s (structural engineering) brief sketch of test calculations for
code thresholds on the Taraval library are questioned by Charles (principal architect) using a sin-
gle quantitative scale, which Charles animates in talk and gesture as a range, limit, and excess.
The projected outcome of Gary’s tests is later taken up by Doug (historical preservation), who re-
produces Charles’s vertical scale, this time comparing safety thresholds set during engineering
studies with what he calls “arbitrary” decisions to lower this threshold by municipal governments.
Still within this vertical quantitative scale, Doug shows the excess h/t value for the Taraval library
to be quite small when compared with “arbitrary” safety margins in existing code guidelines.

It could be that disciplinary specialists make representational devices that participants from
other disciplines then use. Makers understand and animate the interior mechanisms making up a
new device (e.g., statistical operations or structural calculations), while users simply understand
and animate activity with outputs from this device (e.g., comparing intervals and thresholds along
a single quantitative scale). If this were so, the fruit of interdisciplinary consulting would be a set
of “black boxes” (Latour, 1987, p. 131) that only specialists could open (or design) but that any-
one with suitable training could use. Rather than adopting this binary explanation of the develop-
ment of representational infrastructure in interdisciplinary work (i.e., makers vs. users of “black
boxes”), we find interactional evidence for what Star and Griesemer (1989) call an “n-way” (p.
389) perspective on representational technology. Under this view, classification systems and the
devices that make them up are infrastructural resources at the boundary between disciplinary
communities. These “boundary objects” provide an infrastructure that enables coordinated action
between communities with different interests, needs, and accountabilities.

We argued earlier that (a) there are striking differences in how participants from different dis-
ciplines orient to and act on the same representational states and (b) some of these differences ap-
pear to reflect the orientations of makers versus users of representational devices. However, we
also find evidence in these cases that participants who might be called users can selectively un-
pack or open up the black boxes of makers. In the BugHouse, for example, the statistician
(Browning) at several points mentions the possibility that his proposed distance measure would
ignore peaks that the entomologists pick out as being biologically significant (e.g., Turns 29b and
29d). In addition, when reformulating his “distance” proposal in the face of Mark’s challenges,
Browning refers to and gesturally depicts compressing multiple “differences” into a single num-
ber (Turns 27, 29a, and 37). We interpret Browning’s selective use and mention of entomologists’
orientations to “peaks” and “differences” as evidence that specialists can cross over disciplinary
divides in the course of disrupting or changing representational infrastructure. Similar kinds of se-
lective crossover occur in the JCArchitects episodes.

We have now considered three possible answers to the question of what develops in interaction
as new devices are proposed, old devices are challenged, and conflicts across disciplines are re-
solved. One answer was that people from different disciplines needed to reach the same under-
standing, presumably including embodied forms of perception and action, for projects to move
forward (i.e., a unary perspective). A second possibility was that sharp divisions between produc-
ers and users of representational technology would develop (i.e., a binary perspective), and we
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found some striking evidence that this can happen. The answer we find most compelling, how-
ever, is that participants develop hybrid and selective forms of perception and action as an out-
come of working across disciplines (Engeström, Engeström, & Karkkainen, 1995; Galison,
1997). Under this view, even as new representational devices are being proposed or existing de-
vices challenged, participants across disciplines are working out relations of selective visibility in
terms of their own, local work practices and the kinds of organizational accountabilities they must
meet (Engeström, 1999b; Star, 1991; Suchman, 1995).

Back to the future: Running disruptions forward in time. Although conversations in
these consulting meetings regularly (and systematically) bring past and future into the present, our
analysis of disrupting infrastructure is suspended inside these complex, local interactions. We end
the article by considering what actually changes, prospectively, in each case. Our studies contin-
ued well beyond the episodes analyzed in this article, and we followed these projects through to
what participants considered points of completion.

In the BugHouse, work on chemical taxonomy continues as we write, now over 4 years since
the consulting meeting. Following the statistician’s advice at other points in the consulting meet-
ing, the BugHouse team did adopt new data encoding and archiving procedures to facilitate sam-
ple comparison and statistical analysis. However, even by the end of the foraging study (i.e., after
2 years), Browning’s proposal for a statistical “distance” had not been adopted or seriously inves-
tigated, despite Mark’s provisional elaboration and use at the end of the episode we analyzed. As
we showed in JCArchitects, Doug’s dissent against existing code was dropped for a design
scheme that relieved an overstressed wall and promised minimal damage to historical fabric
within the Taraval library. Review meetings with the city architect were positive, but structural
problems discovered with windows in the library pushed their design scheme into a substantially
more invasive set of retrofitting procedures. Although the city originally hoped to keep the library
open during construction, the more invasive scheme required that the library be closed, the stacks
relocated, and all interior finishes removed to install steel braces within the library walls (i.e., a
different line of attachment Figure 5a).

Although bringing about lasting changes in representational infrastructure may be costly or
difficult (Becker, 1995; Engeström et al., 1991/1997; Star & Ruhleder, 1996), we think the kind of
situations we have studied are fairly common—situations where infrastructure breaks down (e.g.,
Hutchins’s analysis of a navigational crisis), where people challenge the existing infrastructure
(e.g., Doug’s dissent in the JCArchitects case), or where they agree to work on new representa-
tional devices (e.g., Browning’s proposal in the BugHouse case). If we pay careful attention to
how relevant historical material is densely present in people’s interaction, disruptions to infra-
structure are easy to find. Studying representational change requires that we examine how people
make their actions accountable to each other’s ongoing projects, as the object of cognitive analy-
sis. We think of this as research on distributing cognition.
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APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPT CONVENTIONS

Transcript conventions include the following:

• numbered turns at talk start with named speakers;
• numbers in parentheses index the (n)onset of activity within the turn;
• matching, numbered (n) activity descriptions appear in italics below each turn;
• within activity descriptions, R and L refer to right and left hands;
• identification of points, beats, and descriptions of iconic/metaphoric depiction follow

McNeill’s (1992) descriptive categories for gesture;
• italicized text in double parens provides ((general description));
• spoken EMPHASIS is shown by uppercase;
• stre:::tched enunciation is shown with repeated colons;
• words that were (difficult to transcribe) are in single parens;
• matching brackets show the [onset and termination] of overlapping talk across turns; and
• matching =equal =signs mark turn boundaries with no audible silence.
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